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Charging case

User Manual

Wireless earbuds

Ear caps Charging cable

Accessories Twin Mode Single Mode

Take two earbuds out
of the package

Step3

Step2
Put two earbuds in the charging 
case,and charge the case 30 
minutes,  then go to step3

Step1
Take out any one of the
earbud from charging case

Step2
Turn on the Bluetooth on
device and search M48-ANC
to connect

Remark:the earbuds will be connected automatically with 
mobile phone if it has been connected before

Step4
Turn on the Bluetooth on device
and search M48-ANC to connect

Take out two earbuds from the 
charging case, the earbuds will 
flash blue light slowly after 3-5 
seconds(if always flash blue 
light quickly, please 6 click the 
right earbuds, wait until its 
flash blue light slowly.) 

Step1

Functions Charge

Product Details

Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Specification

Earbuds 
Full charge time: 1H 

Input:  5V 250MA

Output:  5V 35MA

Headset charging display

Please use the original charging cable. 
Fast charging are prohibited.

 2） If the earbuds has been connected by the mobile 
phone before, then just need to find the bluetooth name 
in the bluetooth list, and connected.

3  ） Delete the bluetooth list record on mobile phone, then 
search M48-ANC to connect.

4. Earbuds charging case do not display the earbuds 
charging indicator progress bar.
 Solution:
1） The earbuds charging indicator progress bar lights will 
auto o  after fully charged.ff
 【 Take both earbuds out of the charging case, check if 
they can auto on. If not, please try step 2） .】

2） Dirty charging pins or thimbles will cause poor contact.
【 Used alcohol and cotton swabs to clean the charging 

pins of earbuds and the thimbles of the charging case 3-5 
times, then charge them 30-60 minutes before using.】
 
3） The charging case or earbuds are completely 
discharged. 
【 Charge earbuds and the charging case for 20 minutes, 

earbuds should flash blue lights slowly, if not, please 
contact us directly. 】
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Bluetooth version: JL 5.3

Distance: 10M

Battery: 35mAh 

Full charge time: 1 hours 

Play time: 3-4hours 

Weight: 8g 

Earbuds:

Case charging display
Full charge time:1.5-2H

Long press 2s  Voice assistance
Long press 2s  Reject the call
Long press 3s  Power on
Long press 8s  Power off

2 click Play/Pause
3 click Last music
2 click Recieve/Hang up call
(With ENC function)
5 click Low latency 

Long press 2s ANC mode or
 permeability mode
Long press 2s Reject the call
Long press 3s Power on
Long press 8s Power off

2 click Play / Pause

3 click Next music

2 click Recieve / hang up call
(With ENC function )

5 click Low latency

(Remark: Android phone can switch the ANC mode and 
transparency mode by pressing the left earbud for 2S.Iphone 
can customize it by itself.)

1%-25%

25%-50%

50%-75%

75%-100%

Pls resolve separately following the instructions if any 
one of the condition occurs.
  
1. Left & Right earbud can't be paired successfully with 
each other
Situation  ： Take out the earbuds from charging case, two 
earbuds always flash blue quickly or there are two 
Bluetooth name of M48-ANC on the mobile.
Solution: Turn o  both earbuds, delete the connection ff
record M48-ANC displayed in the connection list of the 
phone or other Bluetooth devices. Then 6 click the right 
earbud quickly, after 2-3s, both earbuds will flash blue 
slowly, that means they have paired with each other 
successfully.

2. Only one earbud can work
Situation  ： When connected the mobile, only one earbud 
working, and the other one flashes blue light quickly, or no 
light flashes. 
Solution: Delete the connection record M48-ANC displayed 
in the connection list of the phone or other bluetooth 
devices.Put two earbuds back into the case close the case 
and then tack out the earbuds. If both earbuds flash red and 
blue light,pls 6 click the right earbud quickly,after 2-3s ， both 
earbuds will flash blue slowly， that means they have paired 
with each other successfully， Then open the mobile 
bluetooth to search M48-ANC to connect.

3. Earbuds can not be connected with phone
Solution: 
1） Turn o  the earbuds and turn o  the bluetooth on ff ff
mobile, then turn on earbuds and turn on bluetooth on 
mobile, to search the bluetooth name M48-ANC  again.
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